Hello Massimo,

I’m sending you the final ranking from the International tournament in Lithuania.

Women category: 200 points
1. Hanna Vilmi- Finland
2. Sonia Tranchina- Italy
3. Tiia Inos- Estonia
4. Piera Folino- Italy
5. Vanesa Casio- Italy
6. Rita Dutsch- Switzerland
7. Pauline Arnold- France
8. Gabriele Eglenskaite- Lithuania

Men Category: 300 points
1. Jouni Vitamäki- Finland
2. Alisher Hoshajazinov- Estonia
3. Marco Carai- Italy
4. Pierre Bertrand- France
5. Michael Lapaz- France
6. Kevin Barth- Germany
7. Juha Oikarainen- Finland
8. Andrea Lazzarini- Italy
9. Francesco Raffi- Italy
10. Nojus Valkekauskas- Lithuania
11. Povilas Krapikas- Lithuania
12. Marc Sommer- Switzerland
13. Stefan Marcin- Slovakia
14. Christoff Eilers- Belgium
15. Pavol Kubosko- Slovakia
16. Andreas Schmitz- Germany
17. Luciano Florio- Italy
18. Erneostas Kaciulis- Lithuania
19. Robert Latt- Estonia
20. Josef Stockli- Switzerland.

Arturs

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Neringa Balciuniene <lbsf@lass.lt>
Date: Sat, Aug 7, 2021 at 12:58 PM
Subject: INTERNATIONAL SHOWDOWN TOURNAMENT July 29 August 1, 2021
To: Arturs Buda <budins25@gmail.com>

Hello Arturs,

I am forwarding you a letter from Miassimo, he thanks you for the tournament for your work.
He asks for final ratings. Can you send Massimo the final ranking?

Best regards,
General secretary
Neringa Paraščiuk-Balčiūnienė
Lithuania blind sports federation
Mob. Tel. +370 670 88297
www.lasinfo.lt <http://www.lasinfo.lt/>

-----Original Message-----
From: showdown.chair@ibsasport.org <showdown.chair@ibsasport.org>